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ABSTRACT

In this project, we’re exploring the potential of leveraging existing calendar ap-

plication to create a web-based digital nudging service that helps its users in-

crease productivity level. At a higher level, we are making use of our users’

free time on the calendar and nudging them to plan calendar events on tasks

they’re committed to complete such as working on ”homework assignments”

or ”side projects”. Therefore, upon our study participants granting us access to

their calendar usage history, we implemented and experimented on a number

of different methods that attempt to analyze users’ interests and deliver person-

alized nudges in terms of the timing to nudge each individual and the event

suggestions that would interest them. To evaluate this approach, we recruited

participants with whom, after using our services, the goal is to not only incen-

tivize them to schedule more productivity-related events on their calendars but

also nourish the awareness of the productivity values calendar provides and

organically increase their calendar usages.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Daily lives of human beings have been tremendously digitized in different as-

pects. In this specialization project at Cornell Tech, we focused on the potential

influence of digital nudges on those behavioral changes and specifically, aiming

at designing a web-based nudging system that boosts its users’ productivity.

Behavioral economists define a nudge as an intervention that steers people in a

particular direction but without the extremity of forcing them to take a specific

action [8]. The goal of this project is to drive positive behavior changes by deliv-

ering personalized nudges that are formed from habitual patterns inferred from

the personal digital trace on calendar applications and self-reported responses

to our survey. Given that Google Calendar, the calendar application we’re build-

ing for in this project, has been proven valuable for its productivity features [2],

our system takes the data collected from users and sends daily emails in each

morning to suggest personalized events to be planned during free time on the

day inferred from their schedules on Google Calendar.

That is, leveraging the productivity value of Google Calendar, our proposed

system achieves boosting productivity for users by nudging them to plan more

on their calendar and make use of it. In this report, we will discuss the method-

ologies for technical implementations and design iterations, as well as the re-

sults we discovered from log data generated from pilot studies we conducted

on 10 users and future direction we found worth exploring beyond the scope of

this project.
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CHAPTER 2

RELATED WORK

This project centers on the idea of nudges. To get a better understanding of

the mechanism of nudges and, fundamentally how the mechanism is supposed

to work, we studied and referenced to ”Nudging: A Very Short Guide” [8], in

which nudges are defined as a liberty-preserving approach that steers people in

particular directions. Moreover, nudging has to be transparent and open. The

public should be able to review and scrutinize nudges. The core idea is that

when we build the nudging system, we should not hide anything, and ensure

users have autonomy in their behaviors. That is, we shall be facilitating the us-

age of a calendar, instead of pushing it and writing calendar events on our users’

calendars. And it should be explicitly informed when we ask for permission to

read users’ data including event details.

In terms of the nudging mechanism, although we cannot force users into a

certain direction, there is also research that suggests directions to flourish the

choice environment that subtly nudges users toward certain choices [6]. And in

the context of our project, that would be using a calendar to schedule events.

In the design phase, we shall also mind our language selected to be used in

nudges. According to the “Decoy Effect” explained in the aforementioned pa-

per, an option’s attractiveness can be increased by presenting this option along-

side an unattractive option. We can introduce this effect into nudges to increase

the possibility for users to follow the direction of the system. The concept was

then integrated and materialized in our design for the on-boarding survey in
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which users are asked for their event preferences.

At a higher level of designing the nudging system, there is also a developed

framework which is, to a certain extent, similar to that of a generic system de-

velopment cycle that involves planning, analysis, design and implementation

as well as experimentation and iterations, and for us to put the context in which

nudges are received into consideration [5][6].

Right now, nudging applications and bots is also a hot topic not only in re-

search field, but also in the commercial environment, with proven successful

cases. The Nudge SF is a digital nudging service which sends ideas for millen-

nial users to do during weekends via SMS texts. They claimed to have signed

up 5 percent of San Francisco’s millennials to their lifestyle nudges, with more

than 10,000 active users [3]. While our project focuses more on the productivity

side and The Nudge SF focuses on wellness events during weekends, the app

and our project goal have a similar core nature to nudge people to plan events,

and is therefore a case also worth-exploring.

CHAPTER 3

METHODS

As aforementioned, we followed the framework when designing the interaction

and nudging service. Our end goal is to increase the users’ productivity by mo-

tivating the users to schedule meaningful events in the free blocks in their cal-

endar, by nudging them about events they’re committed to, such as homework
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assignments for students and working on their side projects, etc. At the design-

ing phase, we broke down the assumptions, hypothesis and research questions

into three main directions: ”When and how often to send the nudges”, and ”the

content of the nudges” (specifically what events are we going to nudge the users

to schedule on their calendars).

3.0.1 When and How Often to Send Nudges

In studies, Meske and Potthoff have already visited the idea that timing of a

nudge is an essential component to its persuasive power and is often missing in

existing nudging frameworks [4]. In another research, Purohit and Holzer fur-

ther investigated and contextualized ”nudge moments” into five dimensions:

location, social, internal, situational and personal behaviors [5]. For example, if

a patient is recommended for a certain diet, then the situational context for de-

livering the nudge would be lunchtime or the moment when the patient enters

a restaurant.

Following this categorization method, mixing with the goal of our project,

which is to schedule meaningful events in the free time the users have and, in

turn, increase the calendar usage as a habitual change and boost productivity,

we hypothesized the situational context to be the moment after the users wake

up in each morning. Also at that moment, our system has the capacity to scan

and identify blocks of free time on the calendar of the day, and allocate ”mean-

ingful events” (which will be discussed in the next section) during the remain-
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der of the day, and generate emails with these suggestions to send to the users.

To further personalize the timing when each user starts their days (some users

tend to wake up early, while some may be night owls), the system reads the

pattern in the users’ calendar usage, finding the earliest time they had events

scheduled on their calendars to represent the contextualized timing when their

days start.

3.0.2 Content and Event Suggestions in Each Nudge

We briefly discussed in the goal that we’re aiming to deliver personalized event

suggestions to the users. To tailor events with customization, one hidden requi-

site that our system has to achieve prior to conducting pilot studies is the ability

to learn and understand what each individual user is interested in. Two ap-

proaches were visited and considered in this project: one of which is to build a

supervised NLP-model that helps us categorize the events each user had in their

calendar history and use the majority as a proxy to represent their interest. For

example, if a user has most of the events planned to be sports-related events,

then we know it’s more likely our system generates new plans scheduled based

on the category. We trained the model based on 5,000 events retrieved from the

event catalogs on Meetup.com where they had their events labeled with cat-

egories and tags, using Microsoft Language Understanding Intelligent Service

(LUIS). However, as clever as this approach seems, we conducted a pilot study

in which 6 participants volunteered to grant us access to their calendar history,

and the result shows a significant gap between the seemingly promising result

and what the user demands, which eventually leads us to abandon this imple-
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mentation.

The NLP approach to analyze users’ interest failed from a user-experience-

perspective for a few reasons according to our participants. After applying the

LUIS model to the 6 participants’ calendar histories, we were not able to gen-

erate solid and reliable categorizations for 5 users (defined as the confidence

score of a categorization is lower than 50 percent) for reasons such as the lack

of useful data from users calendar history, especially for the 2 participants who

identified their calendar usage as ”light” (defined as having less than 5 events

planned in the previous week of the study). From looking at the data points,

we also recognized the fact that well-crafted events with clear descriptions and

categorizations on Meetup.com do not represent that of events on individual

calendars as users usually have something vague for their calendar events. In

one instance, one user has an event named ”lunchtime” which was merely a

private lunchtime for the user, but the very event was classified by our model

as ”social” events since meals-involving events on Meetup.com tend to be so-

cialization indeed. Note this is not to say this approach shall not be considered

in future developments, but a more thorough data source and technical imple-

mentation should be evaluated.

Another approach we eventually adopted, however, is a less computation-

ally complicated but straightforward one - to ask explicitly what events each

user is interested in during the on-boarding process. This approach is relatively

easy to implement. We selected 3 main use cases for the calendar nudges: pro-

ductivity, wellness, and leisure events. Under each of these use cases, there
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Figure 3.1: Microsoft LUIS interface: 32 intent categories were trained

are also specific events for the users to multi-select (e.g. there are event items

including ”work on side projects” and ”research paper” under productivity).

This approach also enables us to build a simple decision tree to schedule mul-

tiple events on the same day using heuristics that can be easily configured and

modified on our system. For example, if a user shows interests in ”working on

research papers”, ”playing sport games”, and ”play video games”, which are all

under different use cases, and have a whole day without other events planned

before our system checks in the morning, then we can use basic heuristic, that

is pre-configured in the algorithm and database, to schedule wellness events in

the morning, productivity in the afternoon, and leisure events at night. Again,

the heuristic this system operates on can always be configured to change. We

built this component in a mutable fashion to make sure our research advisors

can also modify the configuration by uploading a new configuration JSON file

and the changes will be live within the next morning.
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Figure 3.2: On-boarding surveying

Figure 3.3: Partial heuristic configuration in JSON format

3.1 Technical Implementation

We built the system with the design above as a live web-based application. The

front-end UI was crafted in React.js with Redux to manage local states, while

the back-end server was built in Node.js using the Meteor framework and Mon-

goDB to store internal data (note we do not store users calendar data in our
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internal infrastructure). As shown in the high-level system architecture dia-

gram below, our system covers a web client for users to sign up, on-board, and

configure their own personal setups such as event interests, and a server-side

scheduler that operates based on the logic described in the previous sections

and generates daily emails to nudge users to schedule more events in their

free time. Additionally, we also implemented an event logger that runs silently

in the background to capture user interactions including ”clicks on nudging

emails” and ”modifying event interests” to provide us quantitative data and

enable A/B testing.

The codebase of this project is currently open-source and hosted on GitHub:

https://github.com/WigoHunter/Digital-Nudge.

Figure 3.4: System Architecture
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3.2 Study Deployment

In addition to the logger system that provides us quantitative data about how

the users are interacting with our system, we also conducted two rounds of user

studies after launching the system. The purpose of the user studies is to quali-

tatively analyze the change of users’ tendency to plan events after subscribing

to our service and see if there is anything that can be improved based on users’

feedback. The participants are non-paid student volunteers at Cornell Tech, to

use our system for a consecutive 2-week period. Two rounds of user study were

conducted with a slightly different setup, in which the second round only in-

volves participants who explicitly expressed their interests in using a calendar

scheduling tool for productivity.

For the first round, we randomly recruited five participants regardless of

their backgrounds, namely, we did not ask if they are interested in our service.

We observed them go over the on-boarding process and asked about their opin-

ions afterward. After they had subscribed for our service for one week, we

prepared them with a set of questions including generic ones listed below as

well as follow-up probing questions depending on the interview process:

1. Do you consider yourself a heavy user of calendar-related applications

(e.g. Google Calendar, Apple Calendar)? Why do you use or not use cal-

endar applications?

2. What is your opinion about the on-boarding process?

3. We have sent you suggestion emails on a daily basis. What do you think

about this regarding timing and frequency?
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4. Do you have any other comments or suggestions about our service?

The participation rate in the first round of user study was low, and one com-

mon theme in the feedback was the lack of motivation for the participants to

adopt the suggestions into their own calendar (note that we provide sugges-

tions for them to schedule on their calendar, we do not write events on their

calendar without explicit permissions). Therefore, after fine-tuning the user in-

terface and basic interactions based on the other pieces of feedback, we decided

to conduct one more round of user study again, with only participants who had

expressed interest in improving their time management skillset and productiv-

ity level, using calendar scheduling services.

CHAPTER 4

RESULTS

The results vary dramatically for the two rounds of our user study. The partici-

pation rate and numbers of events accepted into users’ calendars are low for the

first round but relatively higher for the latter one. For both cases, the numbers

also kept decreasing after the first week of the user studies.

In terms of the interview questions we asked, for the first round, 4 of the

participants are light calendar users. half of them also indicated the suggested

events are too specific and inactionable; it might be better if they can have cus-

tomized options. The daily nudging frequency for events suggestion seems to

be excessive for the users in the first round, but acceptable for the users in the
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second round. In fact, 2 of the users in the second round suggested us to further

increase the frequency and deliver the nudges once in the morning and once

more at night; 3 out of the 6 participants in this round also found our service

helpful. One feedback from the first round that also resonated with users in the

second round is that the suggestions can be sent a few days ahead so they can

better coordinate the suggested events with their own plans. One other feed-

back worth-noting is that there should be a badge as a reward system in place

to encourage continuous events planning.

CHAPTER 5

DISCUSSION

As unveiled in our results, the two groups of participants in the two rounds

of user studies we conducted react rather differently towards the same services

our project provides - the only difference in the setups of the two studies is the

participants only. The first group of users was randomly chosen to participate

in this project without any prior knowledge of what the service is, and the sec-

ond group of users is fully aware of the services as well as the features of the

web-based nudging system and explicitly expressed interests in participating

in the study to experiment and see if this product indeed helps them achieve

higher productivity. Also in the latter case, a higher increase of hours planned

in their calendar application is observed. One interesting observation in both

cases is that there are more hours increased in the calendar usage than the total

hours of the suggestions they accepted. That is, besides adopting some of the

suggestions delivered from our nudging system, the users are also organically

growing their habits in making use of the calendar. After sitting down with
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the users after the 2-week study in the second round, one of the participants

explained the reason of this outcome:

”After I put one event suggestion into my calendar, that reminded

me of calendar applications and gave me the exposure to practice

using calendar and eventually getting used to using it.”

This finding sheds light on a new direction that the success of a digital nudge

design, may not be from the number of clicks or events generated directly, but

also the indirect yet positive side-effect that occurs to flourish productivity. In

our case, materializing and raising the awareness of the idea that using calendar

boosts daily productivity may just be as crucial as directly nudging the users to

schedule events.

Another finding worth noting is the effect of hours increased in calendar

usage drops significantly after the first week. In the third week, although the

study was already ended, we did not pro-actively sign both groups of the users

off from the service yet the number of events scheduled through our suggestions

shrunk to nearly zero in both cases (despite the number of total hours remain at

the same level on average). The suggestions provided from the system seems to

lose users attention after a number of weeks, and as Grant [1] pointed out, few

people have the luxury to manage their times the same way each week and that

when it comes to managing productivity, managing attention is, in fact, the key.

Additionally, another participant also pointed out one more frustration they

faced from using the system that gradually dropped their interest in keep using
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it:

”I appreciate the survey in the on-boarding process to understand

our interests. However, after receiving similar events for two weeks,

it started to become annoying.”

To mitigate this effect, we did attempt another approach in generating event

suggestions, which is to reverse the process we used to train event-related NLP

models - using Meetup.com events as an additional external source of events.

From the on-boarding survey, we had an insights of what the users are inter-

ested in; and thus we were able to query the same interests in Meetup.com to

find relevant external events that also fit their calendar schedules to recommend

to the users. However, unfortunately Meetup.com revoked our access to the

search API as it requires a premium developer account before we were able to

deploy another set of user study against the approach. We believe this idea of

generating non-repetitive, external events , which users wouldn’t have known

otherwise, would be something also worth exploring and providing extra val-

ues for the users, given extra time and funding to support.

5.1 Future work

To prolong the usefulness and therefore the attractiveness of a digital nudging

system that enhances the productivity levels of its users, it indeed seems there’s

another direction worth exploring: focusing on the attention of calendar usage

instead of helping users find the right events to put on their calendars.
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Our approach has been to help users identify free blocks of time in their

calendar as well as allocate the ”right events” to those blocks. The latter, how-

ever, does seem technically challenging to prolong its value due to its versatile

nature. On the flip side, there is also a successful application called Forest that

helps users maintain their focus, not by forcing them to focus or reminding them

tasks to do but to raise the awareness to focus and prevent distractions [7]. In a

similar vein, our users appreciate our value as a calendar tool more than as an

event recommendation engine. Given another research opportunity, we would

explore the ”awareness” component more and even the gamification elements

in Forest App [7] that preserves the attention and motivation for the users.

This is not to say the event recommendation provides no or little value. We

find our approach to building the NLP classification model for events failed for

the fact that our training data does not represent the end use cases well as dis-

cussed in the early sections. We do not see a data source that fits better, however.

Finding the right data source to represent how users compose event features, in-

cluding titles, location, timing, and casual tone or otherwise, on calendar appli-

cation can be hard as that information is inherently private. Nonetheless, there

are more and more technology and open-source data sets available now. Given

the right circumstances and use cases, a richer event recommendation model

attached to calendar services does also provide hypothetical values according

to our experiment participants.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION

In this two-semester project, we set the goal to leverage existing calendar in-

frastructure, Google Calendar in particular, to make use of the data users gen-

erated, to identify the right timing to nudge them to schedule more events and,

as a result, increase the number of works they finish. Toward this end, we

have designed and implemented a web-based system to validate our hypothe-

ses in finding the right timing to deliver nudges as well as the right content,

which is the event recommendations in our context. Although we also ended

up finding event recommendations might not be the right content itself as an-

other direction would have been to merely raise awareness of free time being

wasted, and nudge them to react and schedule their own events organically, we

also evaluated different approaches to generate the recommendations including

NLP models and explicitly surveying interests. The results of our two-round

user studies show that finding the right users and setting the right expectations

through on-boarding process is the key for the users to find our service persua-

sive. All in all, the idea of applying digital nudges in the productivity domain is

indeed perceived valuable to meeting our participants’ demands and arguably

has no perfect solution existing yet. With more tools, technology, and data sur-

facing and becoming available, we believe there are still spaces in this space

worth exploring.
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